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Introduction
Save Our Rice Campaign aims to build a movement

towards achieving food security and sovereignty, reviving rice culture
and sustaining rice ecosytems.  Save Our Rice attempts to sustain
rice by creating linkage between different sectors, developing
capacities to address local/ regional concerns, building alternatives
models for sustainable ecological rice cultivation and developing a
platform of people with rice culture as a common concern.  The
campaign was launched in 2004 in the Second International Year of
Rice in Kumbalangi, Keralam.  The Campaign is coordinated by
Thanal and CREATE.  The campaign is active in seven states -
Tamilnadu, Kerala, Karnataka, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand,
Madhyapradesh and West Bengal, where it is coordinated by
partnes in those States.  The major campaign objectives are

Conserving Rice Ecosystems

Sustaining Rice Culture and Diversity

Protecting Traditional Wisdom

Preventing GMOs and Toxics

Ensuring Safe and Nutritious Food

This dossier is a collection of media reports from November 2017 to
October 2018  related to work done in seven states, by Save Our
Rice Campaign
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News about National Farmers day Celebration at
Thiruvaroor in The Hindu 24 December 2017
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News about Festival of Dawn in Dhinamalar
News paper in November 24 ,2017
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Heritage in every grain

Sreedevi Lakshmikutty

THE HINDU ,June 02, 2018 11:49 IST

Different varieties of paddy  

more-in
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Paddy farmers from across Tamil Nadu and neighbouring states
congretgate at the 12th Annual Nel Thiruvizha at
Thiruthuraipoondi
Nel Jayaraman, Tamil Nadu State Coordinator of the Save Our Rice Campaign, stood tall, unmindful of the
heat, greeting people and keeping an eye on the preparations. The 12th annual Nel Thiruvizha brought together
thousands of paddy farmers from around Tamil Nadu and a few from neighbouring states as well. The wedding
hall in Thiruthuraipoondi was a sea of colour with farmers in white veshti and shirt with a bright green thundu
thrown over their shoulder, and the women in bright saris. Youth volunteers were everywhere — managing
logistics, serving food and water and manning the registration desk.

Varieties of traditional rice  

There were speakers, microphones, cameras, lights and speeches wherever one turned.

People who came early were witness to the rally that began from the centre of Thiruthiraipoondi town. A
handsome Kangeyam calf was led out, followed by a bullock cart with vegetables, fruits and other crops, a
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basket made of straw, plastered with cow dung and filled with paddy seeds alongside a photo of agricultural
scientist and environmental activist Nammalwar. The idea was to create awareness about traditional food
and seeds. The seeds were brought in and placed reverently in front of the hall, signalling the beginning of the
Nel Thiruvizha, organised by the Save Our Rice Campaign and other groups.

The thiruvizha has become an integral part of the agriculture calendar of Tamil Nadu farmers. It is no longer
an event by Save Our Rice alone. It has become a public event with local people from in and around
Thiruthuraipoondi and Thiruvaroor participating in large numbers and paddy farmers coming from all corners
of the state.

A farmer with the Mappilai Chamba paddy he grew  
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An enclosure with 12 tonnes of seed was the focal point of the meeting. The thiruvizha is the high point of the
year and sharing these seeds is sacrosanct. Jayaraman reeled off facts and figures, “We were ready with 12
tonnes of seeds across 164 traditional paddy varieties. We multiplied large quantities of Karuppu Kauni,
Mappilai Samba, Jeeraga Samba, Thuyamalli, Poongar, Kullakar, Kichadi Samba and Kuzhiyadichan. By the
end of the second day, approximately 11.5 tonnes of paddy seeds were distributed to 5742 farmers. Farmers
also returned around 3.5 tonnes of seeds. This is a system of barter based on honour. We give each farmer two
kilos of seed; they bring double the quantity back the next year. Almost 60 per cent do this. Many share the
seeds with their neighbours leading to a multiplier effect. Every farmer signs a pledge that he/she will grow the
seeds though organic methods.”

Farmers collect paddy varieties and also return varieties that they had taken earlier and multiplied. The event
has become an annual meeting point where farmers growing traditional varieties of paddy using organic techniques
meet fellow sojourners, share notes, listen to speakers, visit exhibition stalls with seeds, books, food products
and agriculture implements.

Ponnambalam, one of the pillars of the campaign, reminisced, “The first thiruvizha was inaugurated by Nammalwar
in 2007. Adirengam village, eight kilometres from Thiruthuraipoondi town, was the venue and the meeting was
held in the paddy fields lying idle post-harvest. We welcomed the 147 farmers with seven traditional varieties
(Kattuyanam, Kuzhiyadichan, Kudavalai, Panangkattu kudavalai, Poongar, Sigappu kauni, Garudan samba).”

NelJayaraman talking to students about paddy cultivation  
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Usha Kumari, who has led the Save Our Rice Campaign since its inception, remarks, “Seed saving and
conservation is an integral part of agriculture. They lost favour with the introduction of high-yielding seeds
and commercialisation of seed production as part of the Green Revolution. In the process our wealth of
traditional varieties was lost. The thiruvizha is not only a reminder of what we have lost, but also of what we
can recapture. The conservation and revival of traditional paddy varieties has become an imperative with
climate change causing havoc in agriculture. We have to revive these resilient traditional varieties and
introduce them into the fields.”

These farmers and seed conservers are not rich. They battle adversity every day. They are challenged by
climate change, lack of water and a market. Yet they have decided to adopt organic paddy cultivation and
to conserve traditional varieties.

They have found that these traditional varieties, which are our heritage, could be their saviours in these
uncertain times. In the process, they have become the saviours of these seeds that, if not cultivated season
after season, could cease to exist.

Saving rice

In December of 2004, 150 activists working on agriculture and environment came together in the small
picturesque village of Kumbalangi near Kochi, in Kerala, to discuss the future of paddy farming. Usha
Kumari and Sridhar Radhakrishnan, who led the campaign, travelled around meeting people working on
seeds, organic farming and farmers and The Save Our Rice Campaign emerged with the objective of
conserving rice ecosystems, sustaining rice culture and diversity. In 2006, the Campaign began work in the
three paddy-growing states of Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka and then moved to West Bengal as
well. Twelve years later, the seed conservation work has been adopted by tens of thousands of paddy
farmers in the four states.

Sreedevi Lakshmi Kutty is a Consultant to the Save Our Rice Campaign and the Co-Founder of Bio
Basics, a social venture retailing organic food .
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Who is afraid of red rice?

Sreedevi Lakshmi Kutty

June 20, 2018 00:00 IST

THE HINDU, June 20, 2018 METRO PLUS

Hearty and healthyVarieties of red rice; Mapillai samba; idlisSpecial Arrangement  

Make the pretty red grains a part of your daily meal, as the much-
maligned red rice is actually a healthy choice
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“Try it,” I urge my friend, who is sceptical of making idlis with red rice. She is of the school that believes that
rice leads to weight gain and causes diabetes. I send her some ponmani red rice and ask her to make idlis.
“Three is to one, if you are using a mixer; four is to one if it is a grinder,” I advise. She grumbles a bit saying no
one at home likes it and that the grain is too bold and it takes too long to cook... the list of complaints is
interminable. But she makes the idlis and I have a convert.

She is not alone in her misconceptions about rice. Many people think rice is the fount of lifestyle diseases. But
it is not. The culprit is not the rice, but the kind we eat. We polish it and strip it of its bran and process it so much
that most of its minerals and vitamins are lost.

Red rice had sort of disappeared from my table too. It made its second appearance into my life in my mid 30s.
As a young child, I ate red rice grown by my great-grandmother. She sent us freshly milled rice once every two
months.

Once I moved out of Kerala, red rice became a memory and polished slender-grained white rice the norm. But
when I began re-examining my food choices, I decided to bring red rice back. As part of the Save Our Rice
Campaign, I learnt that most of the South Indian traditional varieties are red rice varieties. Since the revival of
paddy seed work began in the Cauvery Delta region in Tamil Nadu, farmer families have reintroduced red rice
into their own diet. While they began eating red rice as it was easily available to them, today these farmer
families are well aware of the health benefits and cooking properties of the kattuyanam, sigappu kauni or
kullakar grains and recommend it to visitors too.

“What pretty pink rice!,” exclaimed a little girl to whom I served some red rice and she promptly polished off
her plate. The red-coloured kernel is due to the presence of anthocyanins and bran. Even when fully polished,
the grain have a reddish tinge, and unpolished grains look like shiny maroon pebbles.

Traditionally in Kerala, hand-pounded raw red rice (called onakkal-ari, meaning dried rice) is offered to
temples. This is then cooked and served to the devotees. Many have this as part of their main midday meal.

Flakes (aval) made from red rice retains almost all the bran. Full-bran red rice can be turned into red rice flour
to be used in dishes like idiyappam, kolukattai, modakam, adai, kinnathappam and various snacks. The broken
red rice is great for kanji (one of the tastiest dishes in my lexicon); nothing to match it with a dash of pickle.

I have found innovative food bloggers also making rice cakes and puddings with red rice. I am waiting to cook
a red rice risotto. We take pride in our ability to try foreign cuisines and be adventurous. So why be afraid of
red rice?

Sreedevi Lakshmi Kutty is a Consultant to the Save Our Rice Campaign and the Co-Founder of Bio Basics,
a social venture retailing organic food
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My name is Red!

•  Tradtional red rice is grown widely in Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Karnataka (Sigappu kauni,
Kattuyanam, Mappilai samba, Kuruva, Thondi and Thavalakannan are a few of them)

•  Red rice, minimally processed, has more micro nutrients and B complex vitamins than the
polished rice

•  Ayurvedic physicians in ancient times used these varieties as medicine and for therapies

•  Rice is polished to increase its shelf life, but its nutrition is largely lost in the proccess

•  Parboiled red rice keeps longer, gives better recovery rate during paddy milling, retains more
nutrition, is firmer, less sticky and more digestible but takes longer to cook

•  Medicinal red rice varieties are consumed unpolished to get maximum benefit

•  The more bran there is in the rice, the lower is its glycemic index (compared to its polished
counterpart)

•  We also tend to eat less of red rice

What is parboiled rice?

•  When paddy is parboiled and dried and then milled, the resultant rice is called par boiled rice.
This is a combination of the words partial and boiled

•  The process involves soaking the grain and cooking the paddy within the husk. It is then sun-
dried to remove the moisture. It also leads to the transfer of nutrients in the bran to the rice kernel

•  The parboiling leads to the starches within the grain becoming gelatinised and hardened and
the rice attains a translucent appearance. It also makes the cooked rice firmer and results in
grains being distinct and separate

The red-coloured kernel is due to the presence of anthocyanins and bran. Even when fully polished,
the grain have a reddish tinge, and unpolished grains look like shiny maroon pebbles

Rice to the occasion

Bitter Rice was nominated for the 1950 Academy Award for Best Story and entered into the 1949
Cannes Film Festival. The action is set in the rice fields of Northern Italy.
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THE HINDU 13 January 2018

METRO PLUS

Rice to the challenge

Saraswathy Nagarajan

JANUARY 13, 2018 00:00 IST

UPDATED: JANUARY 13, 2018 04:27 IST

SHARE ARTICLE

Harvest festivals celebrate our agrarian roots. In Kerala, Save Our
Rice, is spearheading a revolution by reviving indigenous varieties
that are ideally adapted to the different environments in which they
are grown
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Kothambari kazhama, a kind of paddy once grown extensively in Kannur
and Kasaragod districts in Kerala, had become a fond memory for many.

A nostalgic Jayakumar C, trustee of Thanal, an NGO working
for the environment, and co-founder of Save Our Rice (SOR) Campaign,
promised to gift Leneesh K, state coordinator of SOR, a gold ring if he
could locate this variety of paddy among small farmers in Kannur. Many
of them had gone against the grain and continued farming indigenous
varieties instead of opting for hybrids or high-yielding varieties.

While visiting farmers to collect information about seeds as part
of his work for the Seed Savers Network, Leneesh made it a point to ask
elderly local residents if they knew someone who was still farming the
paddy that is said to have resembled seeds of coriander and, according to
Jayakumar, even had the faint fragrance of coriander seeds. Finally,
Leneesh managed to get a handful of seeds from an aged farmer, who
was still cultivating it in his field.

Rescue mission

“These are those grains that we rescued from the brink of
extinction. But it looks like we have lost the red-grained variety of this
kind of paddy,” he says, all smiles as he shows me the pretty, tiny grains
growing in a small rectangular piece of land in a field in Wayanad.

Ringed by jungles and the bluish-black hills of the Western Ghats,
the Thanal Agro-Ecology Centre (TAEC) in Panavally, in Wayanad district,
is a riot of colours. The river Kalindi is a constant murmur in the
background, as we go around the fields with a treasure trove of 256
varieties of rice, some rare like the kothambari kazahama and chuvanna
kunjinelu, on an area of about 1.5 acres. While 168 are indigenous to
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Kerala, there are varieties from all the rice-growing areas of
India, such as Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Northeastern India,
West Bengal, Odisha and Chhattisgarh, and some from Thailand and
Vietnam as well. The volunteers of Thanal are sowing seeds of change
among paddy farmers, by encouraging them to revive cultivation of
indigenous species that were once widely cultivated in India.

Leneesh introduces me to myriad species of paddy grown on
these fields. Part of the 13-year-old Save Our Rice Campaign and
Seed Savers Network, the Rice Diversity Block (RDB) hit the headlines
last year when a drone shot captured the mosaic of colours of the
paddy fields — red, black, purple, green, golden and all shades in
between. Since then, the RDB has been replicated in 10 other places in
Kerala by farmers, all of whom are keen on saving native species of
rice.

Dwindling numbers

“British gazettes document that more than 3,000 varieties of
paddy were grown in Kerala itself. Of that, we have less than 200
now. Traditional knowledge and crops that were ideal for our
environment were discarded during the heyday of the Green
Revolution, and hybrids were introduced. It almost wiped out the
indigenous varieties,” says Jayakumar.

The SOR campaign has managed to revive enthusiasm in such
local variants, and today many of these varieties are the cream of the
crop and command a premium in the food market for their health
benefits and medicinal properties, much of which is still being
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documented, explains Sridhar Radhakrishnan, coordinator (Policy &
Campaigns) in the national Save Our Rice Campaign.

Not only are farmers reaping better prices for these indigenous
grains, but the harvest is bigger and the crop more sustainable than the
fancy seeds introduced later. Leneesh points out how paddy and its
cultivation have been integrated into our language, lifestyle and culture,
and any attempt to tamper with it affects the entire fabric of our lives.

Species that migrate

Leneesh recalls with a smile how during their travels to document
rice varieties, two of the activists of Thanal came across a rice popular
among farmers in the Sunderbans. “They call it the Kerala sundari but
have no clue why it is called so. Was it a kind of rice that was taken from
Kerala?”

Another indication of migration of species comes to light when
he shows the famous black rice that is so chic now. Although the sticky
rice is an indigenous variety in Northeastern India, it is popularly known
as Burma Black.

Sowing methods, harvests and period for maturity varied widely
among the native kinds of paddy. Each region had species that were ideal
for the geography and climate of that region. “Ramleela and govindobhog
are, for instance, from the North. The names of the rice there are more
linked to mythology and legends, while the names of those in the South
are rooted in the soil. When we lose a variety, an entire body of knowledge
associated with the rice dies with it. So it is essential to preserve as
much as possible by developing such RDBs,” says Leneesh.
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It takes about Rs. 5,000 to cultivate each kind of rice in the RDB.
Thanal welcomes donors to join the campaign to Save Our Rice.

it looks like he did find a treasure with this harvest of golden paddy.

British gazettes document that more than 3,000 varieties

of paddy were grown in Kerala itself
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News about Practical training  in  paddy Field
 in Dhinakaran News Paper on 8 November 2017
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RICE IS NICE, IN ALL ITS COLORS
Sangeetha Devi Dundoo,

The Hindu | February 14, 2018 

Here’s how a farm in Hyderabad has been experimenting with rice.

 This story began during a stopover at Terrassen Café for a quick meal. A board at the café announced a
new dish ‘Amar Akbar Antony’ and its proprietor Dhanesh Sharma recommended it. My curiosity was piqued when
I learnt that the dish uses heirloom varieties of rice — brown, red and black — grown on the outskirts of Hyderabad. 

One has been hearing and reading about ‘Save the Rice’ campaign and efforts in several states to reintroduce
heirloom rice varieties.

Rice available commercially in Hyderabad broadly fall under Sona Masuri, BPT, and the thicker Hamsa,
which is native to Telangana. The lack of diversity in growing more varieties of paddy means lack of variety for wider
consumption.

 Meanwhile, ‘Amar Akbar Antony’ turned out to be unique, blending in flavours of three rice varieties in a stir fry with
vegetables, topped with toasted sesame. The café uses black rice for a pudding as well, in combination with
almond milk and dates. The penny dropped when Dhanesh disclosed the rice was from the farm run by Praveen
Abhishetty. A microbiology student turned banker turned organic farmer, Praveen is known to regulars at the city’s
Sunday markets. His 14-acre farm grows a mix of ragi, tuvar dal, carrots, sweet potatoes, beets, and rice. Re-
connecting with Praveen later, we got to see samples of heirloom HMT, chitti muthyalu, red and aromatic black
rice varieties from Philippines. Praveen experimented with 10 to 12 special rice varieties and has been successful
with four. He had procured HMT and chitti muthyalu seeds from CSA (Centre for Sustainable Agriculture) and
Padma Koppulu of Aranya Agricultural Alternatives (AAA) helped with a few seeds of red and black varieties from
Philippines. Some might have reservations about growing an imported variety of rice in Hyderabad, but Praveen
feels it’s important to understand which varieties are conducive to local soil and weather conditions. The red and
black varieties, Praveen found, required less water to grow than HMT, while chitti muthyalu is water intensive being
a tall-growing, longer duration paddy. Starting with just around 100 seeds of red and black rice, the first crop
yielded 50kgs of rice each. The black variety from this farm has a white core. After two seasons of growing these
four rice varieties, Praveen had enough yield to cook special meals for delegates at International Permaculture
Convergence (IPC) in November 2017 and also sell at Sunday bazaars. “There were requests for large orders to
sell commercially but I was keen to sell directly to consumers and gauge feedback,” he says. Those who purchased
these varieties kept in touch with him, sharing photographs of how they used the rice — laddus made of red rice
powder, black rice to make sticky ‘paramannam’ and suggestions — use black rice for risottos or to make
pudding with mangoes and coconut milk. Seed exchange Soon after the first crop, Praveen shared seeds of
each variety with CSA and AAA to help more farmers experiment. The farming community that believes in chemical-
free methods thrives on seed exchange and knowledge transfer. This has helped them depend less on commercial
seed varieties. Commercially available seeds, Praveen points out, comes with a list of dos and require chemical
fertilisers and pesticides. Praveen’s is an ancestral farm in Domadugu village, near Dundigul. His father managed
the family farm which was later, briefly, given away to a brick kiln company. “Brick kiln spoils the soil quality and
doesn’t allow water to seep in. It took us three to four years to get the farm back into working condition. Since I
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knew the design of the farm when my father was managing it, we managed to recreate it,” he says. The villages
around that area, which were traditionally growing ragi, tuvar and corn, now grow paddy. Chemical-free farms
like Praveen’s sow paddy during monsoon and harvest before harsh winter sets in. Rain-fed paddy is less water
intensive than those relying on borewells. Praveen’s farm that already grows a mix of vegetables, ragi and tuvar,
is also making room for an orchard that will have native jamun, guava, and wild mangoes from Eastern ghats.
The orchard will imitate nature, with haphazard growth, rather than be a manicured one. Green manuring trees
will be grown just to add biomass to the soil. The farm relies on a mix of plant residue and animal manure to
boost soil health. 

All rice  Black, red and brown rice are unpolished and hence, have lower glycemic index and, also, a better
nutrient profile. The pigmenting agent anthocyanin is responsible for colour the density also depends on soil
pH. Native varieties of black rice in India come from Manipur - ‘kala baati’ and ‘chak-hao’.

  Black rice was also called ‘forbidden rice’ in China. Legend has it that its consumption was limited to the
royals, given its rich nutrition profile. 

 Unlike white and semi-brown, it takes a while to get used to eating brown or red rice. For those who have
digestion issues, try using them in dishes like bisi bele bath or khichdi, or for dosas so that the grains are
fermented. Black rice, being sticky, is ideal for desserts or risottos

.  Praveen’s farm follows the SRI (System of Rice Intensification), developed in Madagascar and now followed
worldwide, “This method requires 50% lesser water water and only 10% of seeds than in the normal method.
Where we would have required 20kgs of seeds per acre of HMT, we used only one to two kgs. It’s possible
because we follow line sowing method, which enables mechanical weeding and the weeds are returned to the
soil as biomass. This mimics the action of urea and you see a spurt of growth in the crop in a few days.” 

 
Source: http://www.thehindu.com/life-and-style/food/a-farm-in-hyderabad-has-been-experimenting-with-rice-

heirloom-varieties-red-and-black/article22750750.ece
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News about Dadaji Dhobragade written by S Usha
 in Mathrubhumi Weekly on 1-7 July 2018
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News about Natural Farming Movement in
The Hindu News paper on 31 December 2017
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SUNDAY MAGAZINE  

Rice and shine  

R. Krishna Kumar  

November 11, 2018 THE HINDU 

 

 

 

Two museums in Mandya are working to save hundreds of 

native paddy grains from extinction  

A serpentine road from Mysuru cuts through lush green fields and leads to an obscure village 

dotted with run-down houses and petty shops with thatched roofs. 

Sidestepping a passing herd of sheep, I enter a narrow lane and reach a 75-year-old house with a 

row of pillars. 

It is this house, in the nondescript Kirugavalu village in Karnataka’s Mandya district, that is the 

country’s largest private museum of different varieties of paddy. 
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It’s the culmination of 20 years of hard work by Syed Ghani Khan, a farmer, who is also a 

conservationist at heart. Armed with a degree in archaeology and museology, Khan always 

wanted to be a museum curator, but had to take up his family’s farming vocation after his father 

fell ill. A few years into farming, the chemical pesticides began to take a toll on Khan’s health. 

“This was the turning point; I decided to switch to organic farming,” he says. 

One day, Khan received sacks containing 40 strains of paddy from his uncle. He was supposed to 

cultivate them, but he realised he knew nothing about them. As he asked around, he found that 

the scientists he interacted with also knew only about hybrid laboratory paddy, and not about 

indigenous strains. 

“I was shaken that so much agricultural heritage was disappearing, and overcome by a strong 

desire to conserve it,” recalls Khan. He soon began to travel across the country as part of the 

‘Save Our Rice’ campaign. Khan began to collect several varieties on the brink of extinction, and 

his repository soon grew from 40 varieties two decades ago to more than 960 today. 

Two rooms on the first floor of his house were converted into a temporary museum, drawing 

farmers from across the country. At the other end of the field, a new structure is taking shape. 

This, I am told, will house the training centre for agro diversity. The museum will shift here too. 

The museum and the training centre have both been crowdfunded. 

Aromatic and medicinal 

Within Khan’s 15-acre farm is a one-acre plot that is distinct from the bright green fields around 

it. Here, the stalks swaying in the wind are black, grey and purple. This is where the nearly 1,000 

indigenous varieties are growing. These crops need much less water than the 5,000 to 6,000 litres 

needed to cultivate a kilo of hybrid rice, Khan tells me. “This purple one is Nazar Battha from 

Maharashtra and the black one is Kaala Nouni from Assam; it is aromatic and has medicinal 

properties. And this here is Rajabhog, a favourite of the kings,” he says, walking me through the 

field. 

Setting aside land was a big decision; it has reduced his annual income by at least Rs. 40,000. 

But Khan says: “This is a small price to pay to conserve a slice of our agricultural heritage.” At 

the other end of the district, in Shivahalli village, where thatched huts and concrete houses, bikes 

and bovines co-exist, Bhattada Boregowda or Paddy Boregowda has his own museum. In fact, 

his was the first ever rice museum set up by a farmer. 

Sidda and Sanna 

Boregowda’s house is adorned with certificates of recognition showered on him by the farming 

community. 

“Native varieties are what I find interesting as they are suitable for local conditions,” says 

Boregowda, who has over the years accumulated 210 varieties of indigenous rice from across the 

country. He set up his museum in 2009 in a sprawling hall in his brother’s house. 
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Here, both paddy grains and paintings of traditional agricultural systems are displayed. He 

supplies farmers with seeds and Sidda Sanna, bred by Boregowda through a selection method, 

and named after his father Siddappa and mother Sannamma, is a bestseller, along with Salem 

Sanna and Kempu Sanna. Boregowda and Ghani Khan have together supplied indigenous rice 

seeds to over 7,000 farmers; and these varieties are today cultivated on nearly 1800 acres of land 

across Karnataka. 

The low cost of cultivation of these native seeds, the absence of patents, and their comparatively 

lower water consumption levels may well be the solution to the debts and insecurity that plague 

farmers today. Native is the new rice. 

Khan began to collect several varieties on the brink of extinction, and his repository grew from 

40 varieties two decades ago to more than 960 today 

Inside Khan’s farm is a one-acre plot where the stalks swaying in the wind are black, grey and 

purple 
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The Hindu News paper on 8th September 2018
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News about Natural Agriculture in School
conducted by CREATE in The Hindu newspaper
on 4th August 2018


